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Lanzo Lining Services Completes Massive Non-Circular CIPP
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The Joe Campau B 10 Outfall installation that rehabilitated 3,600 lf of a rectangular box culvert in Detroit pushed the boundaries of pipe rehabilitation.

mised the CIPP rehabilitation process.
With temperatures dipping to 8 F, several key employees were on call 24
hours a day to handle the resin
temperature, viscosity and pump efficiency complications that cropped up
incessantly. Before the pipes could be
cured, the pipe’s haunches were
grouted to support the ovalized liner
during installation.
“With a round CIPP, you want to
have contact with as much of the surrounding pipe as possible,” Tingberg
says. “While the CIPP might already
have contact with 70 to 80 percent of
each pipe wall, the grout is used to fill
in the gaps to make it structurally
sound.”
Once the pipe could support the
liner, the Lanzo crews performed an
over the hole wet out in frigid tem-

peratures. The over the hole inversion technique is used when the tube
and resin weigh too much to factoryimpregnate and haul to the site.
Instead, a makeshift plant is assembled literally over the staging pit, or
hole, explains Tingberg.
To make matters even more difficult, the Composites One CCP resins
needed to be furnished as close to 50
F as possible, which was not an easy
task when outside temperatures
were near zero. To remedy the situation, the Applied Felts tube was kept
warm by using a sequence of heated
tarp enclosures to increase the temperature up for suitable curing. The
Lanzo crews allowed a week for each
of the three barrels that covered
1,200-ft sections. Approximately 1
million lbs of resin were used in the

rehabilitation, making this the largest
non-circular pipe rehabilitation
Lanzo has ever completed and possibly the largest anyone has ever completed, according to Tingberg.
“It’s quite a feat to perform inversions of this length, size and thickness,” Tingberg says. “The shear committed cost of materials makes these
jobs zero tolerance with respect to
failure to meet expectations.”
While the battle of the Joe Campau
installation is over for Tingberg and
Lanzo Lining Services, the war of the
DWS – 849 contract is far from over.
Rehabilitation work for the contract
will continue throughout the year.

Jason Morgan is an assistant editor of
Trenchless Technology.

Lanzo Trenchless Technologies (formerly Lanzo Lining Services) was established in 1993 to provide a cost-effective, less invasive alternative to replacing failing underground infrastructure. We were one of the first companies worldwide to use trenchless
methodologies and continue to lead the industry with our innovation in design, expertise, and experience. Lanzo maintains that
spirit of innovation by constantly expanding its services, equipment, and methods to deliver high quality and long term solutions
to our private and public sector clients. Our time-tested and proven experience in all forms of cured-in-place pipe lining
methodologies (CIPP) has made us one of the premier lining contractors in the U.S.
Our success is due to:
• An emphasis on safety
• Consideration of the community
• Quality installation and experienced crews
• A conservative design approach and superior resins
• Third party testing of all methods
• A commitment to the environment that is reflected in the eco-friendly materials and technologies we use
Lanzo Trenchless Technologies, North
28135 Groesbeck Highway
Roseville, Michigan 48066
Phone: (586) 775-7566
Fax: (586) 775-2328

Lanzo Trenchless Technologies, South
125 S.E. 5th Court
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33441-4749
Phone: (954) 973-9700
Fax: (954) 974-3894
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